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ABSTRACT

SeMi (SEmantic Modeling machine) is a tool to semi-automatically build large-scale Knowledge Graphs from structured sources such as CSV, JSON, and XML files. To achieve such a goal, SeMi builds the semantic models of the data sources, in terms of concepts and relations within a domain ontology. Most of the research contributions on automatic semantic modeling is focused on the detection of semantic types of source attributes. However, the inference of the correct semantic relations between these attributes is critical to reconstruct the precise meaning of the data. SeMi covers the entire process of semantic modeling: (i) it provides a semi-automatic step to detect semantic types; (ii) it exploits a novel approach to infer semantic relations, based on a graph neural network trained on background linked data. At the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique that exploits a graph neural network to support the semantic modeling process. Furthermore, the pipeline implemented in SeMi is modular and each component can be replaced to tailor the process to very specific domains or requirements. This contribution can be considered as a step ahead towards automatic and scalable approaches for building Knowledge Graphs.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge Graphs (KGs) encode relations between real-world facts through nodes and edges associated to semantic entities. For example, the statement “Mona Lisa is created by Leonardo da Vinci”, is represented by the nodes “Mona Lisa” and “Leonardo da Vinci” connected by the edge “is created by”. The KG is modeled through the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [1], that shapes data in the form of subject (Mona Lisa), predicate (is created by), and object (Leonardo da Vinci). Therefore, subject and object are the nodes in the graph, while the predicate is the edge.

Because of their flexibility, KGs are currently employed in several fields, including semantic search, fraud detection, chatbots development, drug discovery, and risk analysis (e.g., [2–4]). However, the construction of KGs is not yet a scalable process, especially because of low automation of the semantic modeling step. In fact, there is often lack of the metadata that link the attributes of an input data source – for instance the fields of a CSV file – to the classes and properties defined by an ontology. As a consequence, semantic models needed for building KGs are often created manually. This is a notable problem for building large-scale KG, since a manual approach requires a high effort and several domain experts, due to the magnitude and the variety of data available on the Web.

We developed SeMi (SEmantic Modeling Machine) to address this issue, providing a modular pipeline to semi-automatically...
reconstruct the semantic model of a data source. The semantic model is formalized as a graph where leaf nodes are the attributes of the data source and the other nodes and edges are derived from the ontology (see Fig. 1). The semantic model generation relies on the following steps:

1. The semantic type detection, that assigns a class and a property of the ontology (semantic label) to each attribute of the target source. In SeMi this is a semi-automatic step, because it suggests a ranking of semantic labels for each attribute of the source, to be validated by the user or by the domain expert. The implemented approach is based on the work of Ramnandan et al. [5].

2. The semantic relation inference, that establishes the correct semantic relations between the target source attributes. In SeMi this step is fully-automatic and characterizes the novelty of our approach, based on a graph neural network that is trained on background linked data.

Our approach takes inspiration from the work of Taheriyan et al. [6]. In this article the authors describe a method that exploits linked data as background knowledge to infer semantic relations within a data source. They perform a manual extraction of features from linked data with SPARQL [7] queries. These features include various types of complex graph patterns, that represent semantic relations of different lengths. The extraction of these patterns requires a compound feature engineering process, it is not scalable as the length of the semantic relation increases, and it requires prior knowledge of the linked data structure. On the contrary, our method to extract features from linked data is automatic. Our proposed approach is based on a graph neural network that automatically learns latent features from the local neighborhood structures of the linked data graph. These latent features are aggregated into a vector representation of entities and properties (embeddings), which are employed to predict the semantic relations within the target source. In this paper, we demonstrate that the adoption of the embeddings increases the accuracy in reconstructing the correct relations in complex data sources, compared to manually-selected and compound features. Furthermore, we show that the graph neural network training is a more scalable procedure than the extraction of increasingly complex graph patterns through SPARQL queries.

The remainder of this paper includes the following sections. Section 2 presents an overview of the research into automatic semantic modeling, underlying our contribution in the field. Section 3 provides details on the system goal of SeMi and its main architectural requirements. Section 4 introduces the pipeline components for the semantic model generation, whose implementation details are reported in Section 5. Details on the evaluation method the and results obtained by SeMi are described in Section 6. Section 7 shows the package components and practical uses of the tool. In Section 8 we summarize our contribution and give notice of on-going applications of SeMi and future planned developments.

2. Related work

The semantic modeling process involves two main tasks: (i) the semantic type detection (or semantic labeling) and (ii) the semantic relation inference. Among the most recent contributions in semantic labeling, we mention the work of Pompet et al. [8], in which the authors propose a semantic concept recommendation system for data attributes based on the “data representatives”. Data representatives define multiple representations of information that are generated from the data values, rather than from the labels of the source attributes. On the same topic, Ruemmle et al. [9] developed three different systems for the detection of semantic types: a classification model based on a manual feature engineering process and two deep learning models that exploit the Convolutional Neural Network and the Multi-Layer Perceptron architecture respectively. Ramnandan et al. [5] adopt a different perspective for semantic labeling, that consider an holistic view of the data values corresponding to a semantic label. The goal of this approach is to capture the features of data instances that are related to a semantic type as a whole. Their classifier assigns a semantic label to each attribute of the target data source: the algorithm predicts candidate semantic types by computing the cosine similarity\(^1\) between the TF–IDF\(^2\) vectors of the labeled values in the training data, and the unlabeled values coming from an attribute of a new target source.

In SeMi we implement the method proposed by Ramnandan et al. [5]. Their approach has the following advantages: (i) efficiency and scalability: their method is about 250 times faster than methods that use other algorithms such Conditional Random Fields; (ii) accuracy in different fields: their approach improves accuracy of competing methods on a plethora of diverse sources; (iii) generality: the method is agnostic in terms of ontology and schema for the semantic labeling purpose. At the end of the semantic labeling process, SeMi suggests a ranking of semantic labels for each attribute of the source, to be validated by the user or by the domain expert.

In their influential works [6, 10, 11] Taheriyan et al. indicates that research efforts in semantic modeling focused so far mainly on the detection of semantic types (or semantic labeling), while less attention has been given to the automatic inference of semantic relations. The motivation for this observed trend has to be found in the complexity of the second step: in fact, even when semantic labels are properly refined with human intervention, as expected in the functioning of SeMi, inferring the relations through an automatic mechanism is not trivial and it is still an open issue in research. In addition, in more complex (but not unusual) situations, semantic types can be connected through multiple paths that include different sequences of ontology classes and object properties. As a consequence, without

\(^1\) Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors, obtained computing the cosine of the angle between them.

\(^2\) The term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) reflects how important a word is to a document from a collection or corpus.
Recent works that cover the entire semantic modeling process, including the semantic relation inference, exploit as background knowledge existing semantic models for similar sources, to learn the semantics of the target source. In this context, the work of Vu et al. [12] employs probabilistic graphical models to identify the most plausible semantic model of a data source within a combinatorial space. Among the advantages offered by this approach, the authors mention the robustness against noisy information and a straightforward method for taking advantage of relations within the data. Taheriyan et al. [11] propose a system that exploits existing semantic models and an ontology to build a weighted graph that includes all plausible semantic models for the target source. Then, on the basis of the assigned weight, the system computes a ranked list of candidate semantic models. The main limitation of both approaches is that accuracy is hugely dependent on the availability of semantic models. However, in many domains existing semantic models are not available and manually create them is a very expensive process.

Among other approaches proposed in the literature to address the semantic modeling problem, and in particular the relation inference, a promising one is the exploitation of linked data repositories as background knowledge. Linked data available on the Web [13] or in private repositories include a vast amount of meaningful information, that can be used to learn how different entities are related to each other. As demonstrated by the work of Taheriyan et al. [6], the results of this learning process are helpful to select a path representing the correct semantic interpretation of the target source. We took inspiration from this work to integrate in SeMi a novel mechanism for inferring semantic relations using background linked data. The most important difference between our approach and the work of Taheriyan et al. [6] is that the latter adopts a manual extraction of compound features (e.g., complex graph patterns to represent semantic relations of different lengths), while our method automatically learns latent features for entities and properties, encoding them in a vector space. These features are learnt by the graph neural network, exploiting the local neighborhood structures within the linked data graph.

3. Goal and main architectural requirements

The goal of the SeMi tool is to produce a semantic model, given a data source, a domain ontology, and a background linked data as input. To achieve such a general goal, we identified two architectural requirements:

- **A flexible and modular pipeline**: the first requirement consists in the development of a pipeline where each component can be individually improved or replaced, for a variety of purposes, such as tailoring the tool to a very specific domain, or injecting user input in an intermediate step. In the current implementation of SeMi, only the semantic labeling step enables the possibility of user-based refinements.

- **A graph neural network model included in a production pipeline**: the implementations of graph neural networks in research literature(i) show results in comparison to other models (ii) on available benchmarks and (iii) according to specific evaluation metrics. Nevertheless, the usage of these models in a data pipeline to reach a specific purpose is a complex task. According to this requirement, we needed to include and re-engineer an existing graph neural network to the purpose of semantic relations inference.

4. SeMi pipeline components

The pipeline to produce semantic models includes five main components (Fig. 2):

- Semantic Type Detector (STD);
- Multi-Edge and Weighted Graph Generator (MEWGG);
- Semantic Model Builder (SMB);
- Link Predictor (LP);
- Semantic Model Refiner (SMR).

The input artifacts to this pipeline are (i) the input data source, (ii) the domain ontology, (iii) the background linked data; herein we describe them.

1. **Input data source**: an example of an input data source is in Fig. 3. The title of the columns of this table are also known as attributes of the source.
2. **Domain ontology**: an example of an ontology is in Fig. 4. The nodes of the ontology are defined as classes of the ontology, while the edges can be defined as follows:

(a) **Object properties** connect entities belonging to two different classes. In Fig. 4 “lives in” links a “Person” to a “Place”.

![Fig. 2. Pipeline components of SeMi.](image-url)
Subclass properties are a special case of object properties that connect entities belonging to two different classes. In particular, they establish a connection from a broader concept to a more specific concept. In Fig. 4 “Place” and “City” are linked by a subclass property.

c) Data properties connect an entity belonging to a class and a literal value. In our example, “bornOnDate” connects a “Person” with his birth date.

3. Background linked data: an example of linked data adopted for training purposes is depicted in Fig. 5. This background knowledge covers data belonging to the same domain of the target source, it adopts a subset of the properties declared in the ontology, and it includes instances of classes of the domain ontology.

The domain ontology provides a formal definition of entity types and properties that connect entities within a specific domain. It generalizes the model of the data, but it does not include details on the entities themselves. The background linked data collects specific information on the entities, that are described and interconnected in a graph structure using types and properties defined by the domain ontology. In other words, the ontology does not contain facts related to the data, but it provides the necessary semantic scaffolding to structure the collection of data facts within the linked data graph.

4.1. Semantic type detector

The STD component takes the data source and the ontology as input. The goal of the STD is to assign a semantic type (also called semantic label) to each attribute of a data source. Such semantic label consists of a combination of an ontology class and an ontology data property. As shown in Fig. 1, the semantic label of the attribute “people” is “Person_name”, where “Person” is a class and “name” is a data property.

4.2. Multi-edge and weighted graph generator

The MEWGG component receives the semantic types produced by the STD and the domain ontology. The goal of the MEWGG is to build a multi-edge and weighted graph that includes all plausible semantic models for the target source. More specifically, MEWGG reconstructs all possible semantic relations between all the semantic types, according to the object properties of the domain ontology. The weights assigned to these object properties are only based on the structure of the ontology (see Section 5.2).

The semantic relation is a path that connects two semantic types. In the simplest case, the semantic relation is an object property. In more complex cases, the path includes different classes and more object properties. For instance, with reference to the semantic model of Fig. 1, “Person” is connected to “City” with a path that includes the object property “wasBornIn”, the class “Place”, and the subclass property that links “Place” to the class “City”. We implemented the algorithm of Knoblock et al. [14] to build the multi-edge and weighted graph.

4.3. Semantic model builder

The SMB component takes the graph produced by the MEWGG as input. The goal of the SMB is to select an initial semantic model, among all plausible semantic models, which encompasses the minimum cost path on the graph that connects all semantic types. The detection of this path in the graph can be considered a steiner tree problem [15]. To resolve the steiner tree problem, we adopt the approach provided by Kou et al. [16]. In our case, the classes of the semantic types are the steiner nodes and the generated semantic model describes the target source in terms of classes and properties of the domain ontology. The detection of the steiner tree in the graph produced by the MEWGG has the following form:

- **Semantic type detector**
  - **Input:** Semantic types from STD and domain ontology
  - **Output:** Semantic labels for attributes

- **Multi-edge and weighted graph generator**
  - **Input:** Semantic labels from Semantic type detector
  - **Output:** Multi-edge and weighted graph

- **Semantic model builder**
  - **Input:** Multi-edge and weighted graph
  - **Output:** Initial semantic model
following limit: the object property weights are based only on the structure of the ontology and they do not necessarily reflect the correct semantic interpretation of the target source.

### 4.4. Link predictor

The LP component is characterized by an offline and online stage. In the offline stage, the input of the LP are RDF facts from background linked data repositories. This background knowledge is adopted for training the graph neural network model, whose output are the embeddings of entities and object properties of RDF facts seen during the training process. In the online stage, these embeddings are used to score the unseen RDF facts, resulting from all plausible semantic models produced by the MEWGG. In details, the RDF fact scores are properly used to adjust the weights assigned to the graph by the MEWGG, incorporating information from the background knowledge provided by linked data. The intuition behind this refinement is that properties used by other people to semantically describe data in a domain are more likely to represent the semantics of the target source in the same domain.

The adoption of the LP component represents a step towards the semantic modeling process. In fact, in the work of Taheriyan et al. [6] the weights of the semantic relations derived from complex graph patterns are assigned through an inverse relation of their frequency in the background knowledge. In our approach, we consider latent information embodied in the background knowledge which are not the result of a manual and compound features extraction from the linked data, but are automatically extracted by means of the graph neural network (see implementation details in Section 5.4).

### 4.5. Semantic model refiner

The SMR component receives the initial semantic model built by the SMB, the embeddings to score unseen RDF facts, and all plausible semantic models included in the MEWGG. The SMR computes the aggregation of the RDF score facts that refer to the same semantic relation. Comparing such aggregated values, the SMR replaces (or confirms) the semantic relations that link semantic types classes and performs a new steiner tree detection. Therefore, the goal of the SMR is to provide a new semantic model that describes in a more accurate and rich way the semantics of the target source.

### 5. Implementation details

This section discusses the implementation of the current SeMi release.

#### 5.1. Semantic type detection querying indexes

To assign a semantic label, the STD measures the similarity [17] between the data values of unlabeled attributes of the target source and the data values of sources with labeled attributes. Such labeled data sources are stored within an Elasticsearch [18] Lucene index: therefore, the STD composes and performs a Lucene query to obtain a ranking of scored semantic types for each attribute of the target source. After this ranking, the user can select which semantic types correctly label the attributes of the target source.

The current implementation of the STD is available in Node.js, because it is suitable to interact with RESTful services provided by Elasticsearch.

### 5.2. Incremental generation of the multi-edge and weighted graph

The MEWGG component incrementally creates a graph $G$ through the following steps (see Algorithm 1 for more details):

- **Addition of semantic types** (lines 1–5 of Algorithm 1): for each semantic type the algorithm creates and adds to $G$ the following graph structures: (i) a class node, (ii) a data node, (iii) a weighted edge between the two nodes. Then, it assigns a weight of 1 to this edge.
- **Addition of closure nodes** (lines 6–9 of Algorithm 1): for each class node in $G$ the algorithm performs a SPARQL query [7] to get the related ontology classes. Such classes are added as new class nodes (closures) to $G$.
- **Addition of edges between class nodes** (lines 12–21 of Algorithm 1): object properties (see Section 4) connecting all class nodes in $G$ are retrieved from the ontology through a SPARQL query. Such properties are added to $G$ as new edges.
- **Assignment of a weight to each new edge**: different types of object property $p$ can connect the class nodes $c_u$ and $c_v$ in $G$:
  - direct properties (lines 14–15 of Algorithm 1): $p$ is a direct property between $c_u$ and $c_v$ if they are respectively defined as domain and range of the $p$ in the ontology. The algorithm assigns a weight of 100 to edges corresponding to direct properties;
  - inherited properties (lines 16–17 of Algorithm 1): $p$ is an inherited property between $c_u$ and $c_v$ if its domain contains one of the super classes of $c_u$ and its range contains one of the super classes of $c_v$. The algorithm assigns a weight of $100 + \epsilon$ to edges corresponding to inherited properties;
  - subclass properties (lines 18–19 of Algorithm 1): $p$ is a subclass property between $c_u$ and $c_v$ if they are linked by a special property in the ontology called rdfs:subClassOf. The algorithm assigns a weight of $100/\epsilon$ to edges corresponding to subclass properties.

This component is implemented in Node.js, because it is suitable to manage the response of SPARQL queries in an asynchronous way.

#### 5.3. Semantic model definition through steiner trees and SPARQL syntax

The detection of the shortest path within the graph that connects the class nodes of the semantic types is a steiner tree problem. The time complexity of the steiner algorithm (see Section 4.3) is equal to $O(N_d^2 N_c^2)$ in which $N_d$ is the set of data nodes and $N_c$ is the set of class nodes in $G$. Considering the dataset adopted in our experimental evaluation (see Section 6.1 for more details), time complexity for this step is negligible compared to other steps, for instance the training time of the graph neural network. However, it can be an indicator for other users that intend to adopt SeMi for building their own KGs.

The detected steiner tree represents, in the form of a graph, the initial semantic model. Nevertheless, the semantic model needs to be converted using the syntax of a mapping language, such as R2RML [19], RML [20], or SPARQL. Semantic models expressed using a mapping language can be processed by engines such as MIRROR [21], RML Mapper [20], and TARQL [22] to generate KGs. In our implementation we chose a specific SPARQL syntax that can be processed by the JARQL library [23]. The source code that converts the graph representation of the semantic model in SPARQL is implemented in Node.js, while JARQL is implemented in JAVA within an external library.
5.4. Graph neural network architecture for link prediction

The LP is a graph neural network composed by two main units: (i) an encoder, which is a neural architecture called Relational Graph Convolutional Networks (R-GCN) [24]. The goal of the R-GCN is to assign embeddings to entities within the background linked data. (ii) a decoder, which manipulates such vectors with a factorization method in order to predict new facts in the background linked data (see Algorithm 2 for more details). The propagation model of the R-GCN, for each layer $l$ of the network, is defined as follows (line 6 of Algorithm 2):

$$h_i^{l+1} = \sigma \left( \sum_{r \in R} \sum_{j \in \mathcal{N}_r} c_{i,j} W^r_i h_j^{(l)} + W^0_i h_i^{(l)} \right)$$  

where:

- $h_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d(l)}$ denotes the hidden state of the node $v_i$ (its vector representation) in the $l$th layer of the neural network.
- $\sigma$ is an element-wise activation function such as ReLU.
- $\mathcal{N}_r$ is the set of indices of the neighbors of node $i$ under the relation $r \in R$.
- $c_{i,j}$ is a hyperparameter of the application that controls the entity of the normalization.
- $W$ is a weight matrix.

The computation of Eq. (1) is performed in parallel for all nodes at each network update. By stacking up several layers, it is possible to capture and encode the relations between nodes across multiple steps.

The purpose of the decoder is to predict new facts within the background linked data, by scoring candidate new RDF facts in the form (subject, relation, object) using a factorization function. In practice, the decoder could employ any factorization or scoring function, so we chose to employ DistMult [25], as done by Schlichtkrull et al. [24]. Given a background linked data, we want to assign a certain score $f(s, r, o)$ to a candidate fact $(s, r, o)$. DistMult associates each relation $r$ with a diagonal matrix $R_r$, and the score for a given candidate fact is computed as follows (line 12 of Algorithm 2):

$$f(s, r, o) = e_s^r R_r e_o$$

The model is trained by means of the negative sampling: for each training sample, a set of negative samples is generated by randomly corrupting either the subject or the object of the fact. The model is optimized so that the positive facts are scored higher than the negative ones.

To include the LP in the semantic model pipeline we modified the implementation of [24], in order to produce embeddings that are used by next block to score RDF facts generated by the plausible semantic models of the target source. The LP is implemented in Python adopting the Deep Graph Library [26] based on the PyTorch framework.

### Algorithm 1: Generate the Multi-Edge and Weighted Graph

**Input**: Semantic Types STs\{class, data_prop, source_attr\}
**Input**: Domain Ontology O\{classes, object Props\}
**Output**: Graph $G$

```
for loop on STs do
    G.add_class_node(ST[class]);
    G.add_data_node(ST[source_attr]);
    G.add_edge(ST[class], ST[source_attr], ST[data_prop], w = 1);
end

for loop on classes do
    G.add_class_node(c);
end

for loop on c,s do
    direct_props ← sparql_direct(c, c, O(object_props));
    G.add_edges(c, c, direct_props, w = 1);
    inherited_props ← sparql_inherited(c, c, O(object_props));
    G.add_edges(c, c, inherited_props, w = 1 + $\varepsilon$);
    subclass_props ← sparql_subclass(c, c, O(object_props));
    G.add_edges(c, c, subclass_props, w = 1/$\varepsilon$);
end
```

### Algorithm 2: Link prediction with the graph neural network

**Input**: complete_set, train_set, valid_set, test_set, adj_matrix
**Output**: entity_embs, property_embs

```
for epochs do
    grads ← compute_grads(embs(train_set) * emb(p_train) * emb(a_train));
    entity_embs, property_embs ← update_weights(grads);
    model ← best_on_validation(embs(s_valid), emb(p_valid), emb(o_valid));
end
```

5.5. Semantic model refinement based on fact scores

The SBR determines whether to refine or validate the initial semantic model. The weight of each semantic relation of all plausible semantic models are updated according to the aggregated scores of the related RDF facts. These scores are then weighted on the number of occurrences of each semantic relation. On the basis of this aggregated score, the algorithm performs a new steiner tree detection and propagates any changes to the initial semantic model. This component is implemented in Python.

### 6. Evaluation

Our objective is to investigate the capability of SeMi in inferring accurate semantic relations within a target source. In this
Section, we described the dataset adopted for the evaluation and we reported details on the validation procedure, discussing the obtained results.

6.1. Evaluation dataset

The evaluation dataset includes 15 target sources available in JSON format on the advertising domain. The domain ontology is an extension of Schema.org [27], which contains 736 classes and 1081 properties. To prepare the background knowledge for each target source we employed the leave-one-out setting. In practice, if \( k \) is the number of sources in our dataset, the background linked data assigned to each target source is created from the RDF facts obtained by the other \( k-1 \) sources. In other words, each background knowledge includes RDF facts which come from all the sources, except those obtained from the target source. The leave-one-out setting guarantees that the background knowledge does not contain the facts related to the semantic relations within the target source, that have to be predicted in the experiment. Nevertheless, we included the RDF facts from the target source that are specifically related to the semantic types. This step has no impact on the performance of semantic relation inference, because semantic type facts are not considered during the experimental evaluation. However, additional facts derived from semantic types are required within the training process, because the graph neural network has to learn the latent features of all entities, including the target source entities, in order to execute the link prediction task. To ensure the quality of linked data repositories adopted as background knowledge, the RDF facts are generated using the ground-truth semantic models.

The original dataset, including the target sources, the ontology, and the ground-truth semantic models are available in the Taheriyan GitHub repository.\(^3\) We chose to perform the evaluation on this specific dataset, because it represents the case in which the approach of Taheriyan et al. [6] obtained the best performance. The background linked data for training the graph neural network are novels and constructed specifically for our experiment. To simplify the access to all data employed in the evaluation, we created two folders in the SeMi GitHub repository: (i) input sources, ontologies, and background linked data are available at https://github.com/giuseppefutia/semi/tree/master/data/taheriyan2016/task_04; this folder includes also the semantic models generated by our system. The ground truth semantic models and the semantic models computed by baseline algorithms (see Subsection 6.2.2 for more details) are available at https://github.com/giuseppefutia/semi/tree/master/evaluation/taheriyan2016/task_04. Details on the input sources (number of attributes), on the background linked data (number of entities and object properties), and on ground-truth semantic models (number of nodes and semantic relations) are reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>#attrs</th>
<th>Background LD</th>
<th>Ground-Truth SMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#entities</td>
<td>#facts</td>
<td>#nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alaskaslist</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armstrong</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dallasguns</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3379</td>
<td>6940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elpasoguntrader</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>7044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floridagunclassifieds</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floridaguntrader</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guninternational</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hawaiiunclassifieds</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>7122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyclassifieds</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>montanagunclassifieds</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>7104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msonuntrader</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3375</td>
<td>7086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nextechclassified</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shooterswap</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>7041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tennesseegunexchange</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>7104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theoutdoorstrader</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3396</td>
<td>6784</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. Evaluation procedure and results

The evaluation procedure relied on two different steps: (i) the validation of the graph neural network; (ii) the validation of the semantic relation inference task.

6.2.1. Validation of the graph neural network

The first step of the evaluation procedure consisted in the validation of the link prediction (LP) mechanism, based on the graph neural network trained with background linked data. Each background linked data assigned to a target source was split into three different datasets: the training set, the validation set, and the test set. Then, these datasets are taken as input by the graph neural network and used to perform the LP. To measure the performance of the LP we employed as metric the standard Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [28]. In our case the MRR provides an insight on the correctness of the facts reconstructed by the graph neural network, exploiting the learned embeddings of entities and object properties. For each background linked data, Table 2 reports: (i) details on the number of facts included in the training set, the validation set, and the test set respectively; (ii) the resulting MRR on the test dataset. An overview of the most significant hyperparameters used to train the graph neural network is available in Table 3.

To understand the effectiveness of the graph neural network on our background linked data, we compared our results with the MRR values obtained by the graph neural network on FB15-k237 [29], one of the most well-known dataset for benchmarking KG completion tasks. These MRR values reported in literature [24] are:

- MRR Raw: 0.158
- Hits 1: 0.153
- Hits 3: 0.258

MRR values obtained on background linked data (Raw and Hits 1) are higher than the MRR values obtained on FB15-k237, therefore the graph neural network performed very well on our dataset. In practice, this means that entity and object property embeddings encode in a proper way the local neighborhood structure of the background knowledge. As a consequence, these embeddings can be suitable to score facts derived from all plausible semantic relations in the target source, identifying the most accurate ones.

6.2.2. Validation of the semantic relation inference task

In the second step of the experimental evaluation we investigated if SeMi performs better than the approach of Taheriyan et al. [6], that is currently implemented in Karma [14]. Furthermore, we compared our approach with two different base lines: (i) a method exploiting only the frequency of semantic relations of length 1 within linked data (no heuristics to extract and rank complex the graph patterns, as done by Taheriyan et al. [6]); (ii) a method based on the detection of a steiner tree on a multi-edge and weighted graph, whose weights are assigned using only the ontology structure (no background knowledge). We focused the evaluation procedure on the semantic relation inference task and for this reason we considered that the correct semantic types are already available. We evaluated the accuracy of computed semantic models in terms of precision and recall, by comparing them

with the ground-truth semantic models. If the correct semantic model of the source s is denoted as \( sm \), precision and recall are defined by Taheriyan et al. [6] as follows:

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{\text{rel}(sm) \cap \text{rel}'(sm)}{\text{rel}(sm)} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\text{rel}(sm) \cap \text{rel}'(sm)}{\text{rel}'(sm)} \quad (4)
\]

where \( \text{rel}(sm) \) is the set of triples \((u, v, e)\), where \( e \) is an object property from the ontology class \( u \) to the ontology class \( v \). Table 4 reports the results in terms of precision and recall obtained by: (i) SeMi; (ii) the approach of Taheriyan et al. [6] (Tah in the Table); (iii) the baseline exploiting only the frequency of semantic relations of length 1 (Occs in the Table); (iv) the baseline using the steiner tree performed on a weighted graph based on the ontology structure (Stein in the Table).

In our evaluation experiment SeMi always obtained a better accuracy in terms of precision and recall, compared to: (i) the baseline that captures the frequency of semantic relations of length 1; (ii) the baseline of the steiner tree built on the graph weighted according to the ontology structure. In this experiment we employed the dataset in which the Taheriyan et al. [6] approach obtained the best results. The results show that our approach outperforms the state of the art in case of the following data sources: “dallagsguns”, “floridagunclassifieds”, “gunsinternational”, and “shooterswap”. These sources have the most complex structure in terms of number of nodes and links in the ground-truth semantic models (see Table 1 for more details.) The accuracy improvement in these specific cases can be explained considering the different levels of features extraction. The system of Taheriyan identifies the best semantic relation considering two metrics: (i) cost and (ii) coherence. The cost of the semantic relation derived from a graph pattern is computed according to an inverse function of its popularity. As a consequence, computing the minimum cost is equivalent to select the most frequent semantic relation. On the other side, the coherence gives priority to longer semantic relations. From a different perspective, SeMi assigns to each plausible semantic relation a cost, aggregating the scores obtained by each RDF fact of the semantic relation. This score is computed by the DistMult factorization method (see Section 5.4) that takes as input the embeddings of the subject, the predicate, and the object of the RDF fact. Embeddings represent more granular and latent information that incorporate hidden regularities in the data that cannot be detected adopting a manual approach for the extraction of compound features. For many other data sources, SeMi reaches the accuracy in terms of precision and recall of the state of the art [6]. Therefore, we believe the our approach allows to distinguish very well the correct relation, exploiting the neighborhood structure of the graph. On the other side, we noticed that the performance of SeMi in terms of precision drastically low in presence of many data attributes within sources that are characterized by the same semantic type (see “elpasoguntrader” and “nextechclassifieds”). For instance, the “nextechclassifieds” source includes 5 different attributes that are labeled with the ontology class “schema:Offer”. According to the ground-truth semantic model of this source, the class of the semantic type “schema:Offer1” is linked to the other 4 entities classes with the object property “schema:relatedTo”. Nevertheless, this type of graph structure represents an anomaly because it never appears in the semantic models of the other sources, that have been exploited for creating the background knowledge of “nextechclassifieds”. We believe that including in the background linked data analogous graph structures the performance of SeMi should increase.

Regarding the scalability issues, in their work, Taheriyan et al. [6] underline that performing a single SPARQL query on Virtuoso [30] repository with more than three million of triples requires approximately one hour for the graph patterns of length five (Mac OS X System, 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 16 GB of RAM). This time is expected to grow exponentially as the dimension of semantic relations increase. The training of the graph neural network is the operation performed by SeMi, that specifically involves the background linked data, as the SPARQL queries performed by Taheriyan et al. [6]. The training execution time is less than 30 min and does not encounter issues related to the growing of semantic relations complexity. The training step has been performed on a Centos 7 - OpenHPC 1.3 System, nVidia Tesla V100 SXM GPU, 32 GB of memory, 5120 cuda cores.

### 7. Package components and practical uses

The current version of SeMi includes the following components in the GitHub repository:
Table 4
Results of the semantic relation inference in terms of precision and recall.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semi</td>
<td>Tahe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alaskalist</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>armslst</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dallaguns</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elpasoguntrener</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floridagunclassifieds</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floridaguntrener</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guninternational</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hawaiiguntrener</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kyclassifieds</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>montanagunclassifieds</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mguntrener</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nextechclassifieds</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shooterswap</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tennesseegunexchange</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theoutdoorstrader</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Conclusion and future work

Automatic and semi-automatic techniques for semantic modeling are needed to build large-scale KGs. In this paper, we described SeMi (SEMantic Modeling machine), a tool that is able to semi-automatically generate semantic models for KG generation, adopting a graph neural network trained with background linked data. SeMi extracts features from linked data in an automatic way, learning latent features from the local neighborhood structures of the linked data graph. These latent features are aggregated into a vector representation of entities and properties (embeddings), which are employed to predict the semantic relations within the target source. We demonstrated that the adoption of the embeddings increases the accuracy in reconstructing the correct relations, compared to manually-selected and compound features. Furthermore, we show that the graph neural network training is a more scalable procedure than the extraction of increasingly complex graph patterns through SPARQL queries. At the best of our knowledge, this is the first technique that exploits a graph neural network within the semantic modeling process. In addition, we built SeMi with a modular pipeline where each component can be easily replaced: we deem this feature relevant because it enables higher reuse and makes possible to replace modules with alternative ones in the future.

At the moment, we are experimenting the link prediction mechanism of SeMi (Section 5.4) in the field of scholarly literature, improving a former approach used to support and partially automatize systematic literature reviews [31,32]. The prediction mechanism is embedded in a platform called Geranium, that allows users to search for scientific publications and authors by inferred semantic topics rather than keywords, and to show implicit connections between researchers from different groups or departments. The platform works on top of the research institutional repository of Politecnico di Torino (https://iris.polito.it/), it is currently in alpha version and it is being tested by a pool of directors of Politecnico.

As far as future developments are concerned, we intend to extend SeMi to compute semantic models, in a context of a constant evolution of the ontology or of the KG [33]. This feature can be particularly useful in real-world situations, in which new data sources and the related semantic models are included in a continuous data integration process. The current implementation of our system is able to parse XML and JSON files with basic structures, which do not include tag parameters or deep nested structures. We aim to increase the robustness of our parsers, in order to process files with more complex structures. Moreover, we intend to employ SeMi in a specific scenario related to the public procurement, that we covered and analyzed in previous works [34,35]. Finally, we plan to develop an interactive user interface that shows the construction of the semantic model along each block of the pipeline, enabling the possibility to the user to intervene in each step of the semantic modeling process. We believe that a valuable solution is presenting a list of candidates as output of each block, instead of the most plausible output from the implemented algorithms. For instance, the current implementation of the Semantic Model Refiner (Sections 4.5 and 5.5) selects the correct semantic relation, taking into account the best score obtained from the Link Predictor (Sections 4.4 and 5.4). On the contrary, an interactive system would propose a list of possible refinements, that are ranked according to different scores computed by the Link Predictor. Therefore, the interactive system will guide the user in the definition of the correct semantic model during the entire process.
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